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perturbation. Behavioral analysis revealed that zebrafish larvae exposed to 
imidacloprid move slower in response to light and vibrational stimuli. In 
agreement with these data, proteomic analysis showed that proteins involved in 
visual perception and muscle contraction are differentially expressed in exposed 
individuals. We are now collecting transcriptomic data from zebrafish treated with 
imidacloprid. These data will be used to score the neurotoxicity network to 
determine how well the computational model can predict changes measured in 
behavioral and proteomic experiments. Mechanistic insight gained from 
computational scoring combined with phenotypical and proteomic analyses 
provide a comprehensive method for linking molecular events to organ toxicity. 
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Effect of chronic low doses of ionizing radiation on central nervous system 
development of zebrafish 
S. Murat El Houdigui, IRSN / 13; G. Loro, N. Dubourg, C. Della-Vedova, M. 
Benadjaoud, C. Adam-Guillermin, O. Armant, IRSN 
In the context of an increasing use of radionuclides in medicine, industry and 
military sectors and after Chernobyl and Fukushima nuclear accidents, the interest 
for the radiological protection of environment is raising. Some studies have shown 
an impact of ionizing radiation (IR) on zebrafish development. However, there is 
limited data on the genetic mechanisms leading to an adverse outcome for early 
development stages. The goal of this project is to better understand early effects of 
chronic exposure to low doses of IR on zebrafish development. For that, the study 
of genetic mechanisms, as well as their consequences on cental nervous sytem 
(CNS) during zebrafish development was carried out. Fertilized eggs were 
exposed from the 4-cells stage to the larvae stage in control condition and to two 
dose rates (5mGy/h and 50mGy/h) of gamma rays emitted by a 137Cs source. The 
residual radioactive background in the Chernobyl exclusion zone ranges from 
0.1μGy/h to 1mGy/h. The effect of IR on embryo development was evaluated by a 
morphologic analysis, physiological markers measurements and behavior analysis. 
Together with these macroscopic markers, molecular responses were determined. 
Gene expression was measured by RNA sequencing. In parallel, these data were 
validated by RT-qPCR and in-situ RNA hybridization. An increase in γ-H2AX 
foci was found in embryos at 50mGy/h at 24 and 48hpf. Transcriptome analysis 
was achieved at 24, 48, 96hpf and both dose rates. Among the 35117 zebrafish 
genes, 782 were found in common between the two dose rates at 24hpf. Among 
these genes, many were involved in the CNS development. And, a high number of 
misregulated genes were involved in retinoic acid pathway, a major pathway in 
embryonic development. An impact on Go Term related to embryo development, 
neurogenesis, muscle and eye development, heart morphogenesis and 
hematopoiesis was observed. At 24hpf, embryos perform spontaneous movements 
controlled by the motor neurons and sensory neurons of spinal cord. This 
embryonic activity is an integrative parameter of the functioning of a neural 
network. It is complementary to analyses at the molecular scale. An increase in 
embryonic activity at 5mGy/h was shown. The transcriptome analysis has shown 
an impact on some developemental pathways. These genes misregulation are 
associated with phenotypic disorders such as DNA double-strand breaks, motor 
and sensory neurons of spinal cord alteration as indicated by embryonic activity. 
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A comprehensive assessment of the nutritional and environmental trade-offs 
of "as consumed" foods 
K. Stylianou, University of Michigan / Environmental Health Sciences; V.L. 
Fulgoni III, Nutrition Impact, LLC; O. Jolliet, University of Michigan / 
Department of Environmental Health Sciences, School of Public Health 
The need for sustainable food choices for the well-being of humanity and the 
planet is more evident than ever before. However, we currently lack 
comprehensive metrics that evaluate foods by accounting for both their 
environmental and nutritional effects. In most food life cycle assessments (LCA), 
the nutritional value of food is introduced in the functional unit which can be 
problematic. As nutrition directly affect health, an alternative and more 
comprehensive method to account for the nutritional value of food in LCAs is to 
quantify the food’s nutritional health impact. This can be achieved by using the 
DALY Nutritional Index (DANI) as a new impact category in LCA. DANI an 
epidemiology-based nutritional assessment tool that quantifies the health burden 
associated with foods in disability adjusted life years (DALYs) based on 16 
dietary risk factors. We demonstrated this approach by determining DANI scores 
for 7,000 food items (48 distinct food categories) in the US diet. The median 
DANI typically ranged from –56 μDALY/serving (avoided) for health beneficial 
nuts and seeds, up to 78 μDALY/serving for health-damaging frankfurter 
sandwiches. We identified the foods with the closest to median DANI score in 
each of the 48 distinct food categories and determined their life cycle 
environmental impacts for carbon footprint, particulate matter (PM), water use, 
and land use. Environmental impacts were established by combining food 
composition information from the Standard Reference (SR) database (reference 
flows) and life cycle inventories from Ecoinvent v3.2, World Food LCA Database 
v3.1, and ESU World food database, and using Impact World+ and accounting for 

food loss and waste. Carbon footprint estimates ranged from 5 g CO2eq/serving of 
sugars to 4.2 kg CO2eq/serving meat mixed dishes. PM health burden impacts 
ranged between 0.007 (sugars) and 2.7 (meat mixed dishes) μDALY/serving, 
water use between 0.2 (cooked cereals) and 263 (egg/breakfast sandwiches) 
m3/serving, and land use between 0.004 (sugars) and 3.4 (egg/breakfast 
sandwiches) ha,yr arable/serving. Comparing the DANI scores with these 
environmental impact estimates for these foods did not support any correlations 
suggesting that there is not always a win-win situation. The findings support that 
there are real trade-offs between environmental and nutritional impacts of foods 
that must be considered when attempting to establish sustainable diet solutions. 
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Global site-specific life cycle impact assessment for particulate matter health 
impacts 
C. Oberschelp, ETH Zurich; S. Pfister, S. Hellweg, ETH Zurich / Institute of 
Environmental Engineering 
High spatial resolution becomes increasingly important in life cycle impact 
assessment (LCIA) where health and environmental impacts depend strongly on 
the location of emissions. The health impact assessment of Particulate Matter 
(PM) is such a case, as impacts may change by orders of magnitude based on 
several site-specific key parameters. Current LCIA approaches distinguish classes 
of population densities, classes of stack heights and countries of emission as 
parameters, but generally do not use site-specific factors like wind directions, 
specific emission heights, specific population densities, emission flow rates, or 
atmospheric temperatures. Therefore, we present a methodology to calculate site-
specific PM characterization factors (CFs) based on modeling of atmospheric 
pollutant dispersion, quantification of regional pollutant intake and the non-linear 
effects of PM inhalation on human health. We apply these site-specific CFs to a 
global site-specific dataset of power plant emissions and compare health impacts 
against results from non-site-specific approaches. The results show that the site-
specific approach reduces uncertainties substantially, helps to direct data 
collection efforts, and allows to target individual sites for mitigation measures. 
This is of particular importance as PM is globally the primary cause for pollution 
impacts on human health. 
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Development of a H-Phrase scoring method for ecotoxicity characterization 
M.H. Lindström, University of Gothenburg; T. Rydberg, IVL Swedish 
Environmental Research Institute 
The work presented here contains the first results of our development of a H-
phrase based approach for eco-toxicity characterization. A sample set of 
substances was derived by gathering relevant substances occurring in the emission 
inventory from an industrial cluster in Stenungsund [4]. The corresponding 
environmental H-phrases (H4-phrases) to the substances emitted were found on 
PubChem Database. Two different models for converting the H-phrases into 
numerical values were developed. There are seven different codes and 
corresponding H-phrases, covering acute and chronic toxicity as well as different 
severity levels (harmful to very toxic). Each substance may have several phrases 
assigned to it. In both ranking models, chronic phrases were considered more 
severe than acute ones. For both models the ranking was translated into a 
logarithmic scale, i.e. the step from one level to the next was set to a factor of 10. 
The first method was developed by studying all combinations of H4-phrases that 
the emitted substances had and separating these variations into different levels. A 
substance with several phrases gets a higher ranking than a substance with only 
one phrase. Chronic phrases are also ranked higher than acute ones. A substance 
with several phrases would receive a higher ranking than a substance with only 
one. The second method differs from the first one in that it only considers the 
most severe H-phrase in the ranking. When comparing the ranking methods, the 
second one, which only considers the most severe H-phrase in the ranking is 
probably the most useful. It has seven set levels and won’t fluctuate when the 
dataset changes. The structure of both methods should be discussed further.The 
next step in developing this ecotoxicity method that uses H-phrases might be to 
compare it to and evaluate it alongside strictly effect-based hazard factors, such as 
EC50 or HC50. 
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The Effect of Sediment Chemistry on Life Cycle Impact Assessment for 
Metals 
K.J. Farley, Manhattan College / Civil and Environmental Engineering; K.J. 
Rader, Mutch Associates, LLC; R.F. Carbonaro, Manhattan College; L. Assim, 
International Copper Association / Health, Environment and Sustainable 
Development; E. Nordheim, REACH Consultant for European Aluminum; C. 
Albersammer, International Council on Mining and Metals; C. Bayliss, 
International Aluminium Institute; A. Vaccari, International Copper Association / 
Health, Environment and Sustainable Development 
The USEtox Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) modeling approach for 
freshwater/coastal marine compartments was originally developed to describe the 
fate and transport of non-polar organic chemicals. For metals, water chemistry 
(e.g., pH, DOC, competing cations) plays a significant role in determining metal 
partitioning. Recent research addressed this issue using the Windermere Humic 
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Aqueous Model (WHAM) to compute water column KD values based on defined 
input parameters for freshwater and marine archetypes for use in USEtox LCIA 
model simulations. However, the effects of sediment chemistry on LCIA has not 
been considered. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of sediment 
chemistry on LCIA for metals using the risk assessment screening-level model, 
TICKET-UWM, to calculate LCIA Comparative Toxicity Potentials (CTPs) 
directly for freshwater and coastal marine environmental compartments. TICKET-
UWM includes simultaneous consideration of dissolved and particulate phase 
transport between a well-mixed water column and an (oxic or anoxic) sediment 
layer, along with detailed chemical speciation calculations for metal binding to 
inorganic ligands, dissolved (DOC) and particulate organic carbon (POC), and 
Fe/Mn oxide surfaces; precipitation of metal hydroxides, carbonates, and sulfides; 
and dissolution kinetics for metal concentrates/massives and metal sulfide 
precipitates. The model also provides a direct evaluation of toxicity using either 
Free Ion Activity Model (FIAM) or Biotic Ligand Model (BLM) calculations. 
Critical metal loading rates from TICKET-UWM risk assessment model 
calculations were translated into LCIA CTPs as: CTP = 0.5 x Average Depth / 
Critical Load.  TICKET-UWM simulations were performed for copper (Cu) and 
zinc (Zn) using variations in sediment chemistry (pH, sediment POC, redox 
conditions). The difference in computed CTP for Cu is attributed to the strong 
sequestration of Cu in sediments by AVS under anoxic conditions. In contrast, 
redox conditions in sediments had little or no effect on the CTP for Zn. The 
modeling approach presented above provides a simple method for linking risk 
assessment models such as TICKET-UWM to LCIA model calculations. The 
approach allows non-linear responses associated with metal partitioning (in the 
water column and sediment) to be considered in developing LCIA CTPs for 
surface waters.  
 
263 
Regionalized terrestrial ecotoxicity assessment of copper-based fungicides 
applied in viticulture 
I. Viveros Santos, CIRAIG - École Polytechnique de Montréal / CIRAIG 
Department of Chemical Engineering; C. Bulle, CIRAIG - École Polytechnique de 
Montréal / Strategy & corporate social responsibility; A. Levasseur, Ecole 
Polytechnique de Montreal / Construction engineering; L. Deschenes, Ecole 
Polytechnique de Montreal / Genie Chimique 
There are some modelling issues related to the application of LCA to agricultural 
systems. One issue is related to the ways in which the spatial variability of 
agriculture resulting from soil characteristics, climate and management practices 
is considered. Another issue is related to the assessment of impact categories 
whose impact is spatially variable, which is the case of terrestrial ecotoxicity. 
Emissions of metals in agriculture have been shown to contribute significantly to 
the ecotoxicity impact, as do copper-based fungicides applied in wine-growing 
regions to combat downy mildew. The objective of this study is to evaluate the 
geographical variability of the terrestrial ecotoxicity impact of copper-based 
fungicides applied in European wine-growing regions. This involves the 
development of regionalized characterization factors (CFs) for copper terrestrial 
ecotoxicity, and then the application of these CFs to a regionalized life-cycle 
inventory that considers different management practices in four different regions, 
namely Languedoc-Roussillon, Minho, Tuscany, and Galicia. Two 
methodological approaches were used to derive CFs: (a) empirical regression 
models, and (b) WHAM 6.0 according to the soil properties of the Harmonized 
World Soil Database (HWSD). The CFs were then aggregated at different spatial 
resolutions—global, Europe, country, and wine-growing region—to assess the 
uncertainty related to spatial variability at different scales and applied in a case 
study. The global CF computed for copper terrestrial ecotoxicity is around 3.5 
orders of magnitude lower than the one from IMPACT 2002+, demonstrating the 
impact of including metal speciation. For both methods, an increase in the spatial 
resolution of the CFs translated into a decrease in the spatial variability of the 
CFs. With the exception of the aggregated CF for Minho at the country level, all 
the aggregated CFs derived from empirical regression models are greater than the 
ones derived from the method based on WHAM 6.0 within a range of 0.2 to 1.2 
orders of magnitude. CFs derived from empirical regression models showed 
greater spatial variability with respect to the CFs derived from WHAM 6.0. The 
ranking of the impact scores of the analyzed scenarios was mainly determined by 
the amount of copper applied in each wine-growing region. However, finer spatial 
resolutions led to an impact score with lower uncertainty. 
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Poster spotlight 
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Towards a Sustainable Development of River-Sea Systems 
(RSS) and Coastal Areas (II) 
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Evaluation of the occurrence and fate of pesticides in the water/sediment 
interacting compartments of the Ebro River Delta (NE Spain) and risk 

assessment for aquatic organisms 
M. Barbieri, Ins of Environ Assessment&Water Resch (IDAEA-CSIC) / 
Environmental and Food Chemistry (ENFOCHEM); S. Monllor Alcaraz, Institute 
of Environmental Assessment and Water Research IDAEA CSIC / Department of 
Environmental Chemistry; N. Guillem Argiles, Institute of Environmental 
Assessment and Water Research IDAEA CSIC / Water and Soil Quality Research 
Group; M. Rambla-Alegre, IRTA Catalan Institute for Research and Technology 
in Agriculture / Aquaculture Programme; C. Postigo, Institute of Environmental 
Assessment and Water Research IDAEA CSIC / Environmental Chemistry; M. 
López de Alda, Institute of Environmental Assessment and Water Research 
IDAEA-CSIC / Department of Environmental Chemistry 
Agriculture is a relevant economic resource worldwide essential to sustain life. 
However, agricultural activities impact river basins in a way that they contribute 
to release chemical stressors into the environment, such as pesticides and 
fertilizers, which may pose a risk for aquatic ecosystems. In this context, the aim 
of this study was to evaluate the fate of medium and highly polar pesticides in an 
important wetland area of the Mediterranean region, the Ebro River Delta (NE 
Spain), to assess the risk that they may eventually pose for aquatic organisms. For 
this, we investigated the presence of 52 pesticides in water and sediment samples 
collected in summer, one of the most thriving periods of the rice-growing season. 
Selected analytes in water samples were determined by means of on-line solid 
phase extraction-liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (on-line SPE-
LC-MS/MS). In the case of sediment samples, pesticides were extracted by means 
of pressurized liquid extraction (PLE), followed by extract clean-up with solid 
phase extraction (SPE), and analysis of the purified extract with LC-MS/MS. 
Measured concentrations of pesticides were used to evaluate the ecotoxicological 
risk for aquatic organisms, using the hazard quotient (HQ) approach, and to 
estimate pesticide adsorption coefficients (Kd). A total of 32 pesticides were 
detected in water from the Ebro River Delta. Bentazone, followed by propanil and 
MCPA presented the highest average concentrations (in the μg/L range). Overall, 
pesticide concentrations were higher in drainage channels than in irrigation 
ditches, mainly due to a huge presence of bentazone. According to the calculated 
HQ values, 10 pesticides (azinphos ethyl, bentazone, chlorfenvinphos, 
chlorpyriphos, diflufenican, irgarol, malathion, oxadiazon, propanil, and triallate) 
may pose a high risk for aquatic organisms (HQ>10). Concentrations measured in 
sediments reflect also accumulation of some of the target pesticides in the bed of 
the drainage and irrigation channels which may also represent an environmental 
risk. Acknowledgements- This work has received funding from the Government of 
Catalonia (2017 SGR 01404), the Spanish State Research Agency (AEI) and the 
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) through the project BECAS (grant 
number CTM2016-75587-C2-2-R), and the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
Research and Innovation Programme under grant agreement No. 727450.  
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Pharmaceutical contamination in a Mediterranean coastal Lagoon: an 
indicator of complex interactions between societies and wetlands 
D. Sadutto, M. Ballester, University of Valencia; Y. Pico, University of Valencia / 
Environmental Quality and Soil 
This field study assesses the occurrence of emerging contaminants (EC) of the 
Albufera Natural Park. This protected wetland has as an area of 21120 hectares 
and it is located 10 km to the South of Valencia City (Spain). It consists of a 
highly eutrophic coastal lagoon surrounded mainly by rice fields that occupy the 
primitive marshland. The Turia River, to the north, the Jucar River, to the South, 
and a network of irrigation channels bring fresh water to the Albufera system. The 
study was focus on about 30 compounds including Personal Care Products and 
Pharmaceutical Compounds, including acid, basic and neutral. The interest in 
detecting environmental contaminants in different matrices (mostly water, soil and 
sediment) is increasing in the last years. This for their relevant impact on the 
global ecosystem (1). The selected compounds, in this study, constitute an 
important block of organic contaminants frequently found for many reasons(2). 
The results evidenced the presence of many of the selected EC both in water and 
sediment. The most abundant ones are analgesic and anti-inflammatory drugs 
(salicylic acid, diclofenac), antihypertensive (furosemide), anticoagulant 
(warfarin), stimulants (caffeine) and preservatives (parabens). The relation-ship 
between the presence of these compounds and the anthropic pressure in the area 
was carefully analysed.   References [1] Blasco (2008), Impact of emergent 
contaminants in the environment: environmental risk assessment. Handbook of 
Environmental Chemistry Vol. 5, pp. 169e188. [2] Anekwe J.Ebele (2017), 
“Pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) in the freshwater aquatic 
environment”. Emerging Contaminants , Vol. 3, Issue 1, Pag. 1-16.   
Acknowlegment: This work has been supported by the Spanish Ministry of 
Economy and Competitiveness and the ERDF (European Regional Development 
Fund) through the project CGL2015-64454-C2-1 and by the Generalitat 
Valenciana through the project ANTROPOCEN@ (PROMETEO/2018/155). This 
work has been supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and 
Competitiveness and the ERDF (European Regional Development Fund) through 
the project CGL2015-64454-C2-1. D. Sadutto also knowledge the Generalitat 
Valenciana for his “Santiago Grisolía” grant “GRISOLIAP/2018/102, Ref CPI-
18-118”. 
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